
 

 

Tom Cotton, American War Monger, & 

Secret Friendships “Democracy” Leaders, 

Benny Tai & Hong Kong Protests 2019 
  
  

  
  
  
  



TOM COTTON, Arkansas, soldier, and CHEN WAI WONG, Texas, soldier   

Tom Cotton, Afghanistan War. “In 2008, he volunteered to return to combat duty, was promoted to captain 

on August 1, 2008, and deployed to Afghanistan in support of Operation Enduring Freedom on October 

15, 2008. In Afghanistan, Cotton was assigned to Laghman Province, just north of Tora Bora in eastern 

Afghanistan. He was assigned duty as the operations officer of a Provincial Reconstruction Team, where 

he planned and resourced daily counter-insurgency and reconstruction operations for an 83-member joint 

and interagency team…Cotton returned from Afghanistan on July 20, 2009.” Website: Ballotpedia.  

TOM COTTON and CHEN WAI WONG, Friends, Operation Enduring Freedom, 

Afghanistan 2008 - 2009   

TOM COTTON and CHEN WAI WONG, Friends, Operation Iraqi Freedom, 2006  

 

 

ChenWai Wong - Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex – LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com › cww2015    

  
Chen Wai Wong is from a military family. It has several active members in military-related activities.  He 

married Janine Kawamoto.  A Japanese America family. Albert Kawamoto had three children, Janine, 

Hope, and Deron. Hope Kawamoto married Henry Sanae Song. Her son Benjamin/Ben Song, d.o.b. 

March 22, 1993, is the Molotov cocktail and barricades trainer for Hong Kong youth in the riots of 2019. 

ChenWai Wong - Dallas-Fort Worth Metroplex – LinkedIn https://www.linkedin.com › cww2015 

 ********** 

KAWAMOTO FAMILY, Texas, military family and CHEN WAI WONG, Texas, 

soldier   

Deron Kawamoto, Arlington, Texas, November 14, 1965, advises financial speculation in global markets.   
 Family home was once “Arlington, TX 76015-2012... used by three companies, including Long March 

Capital, LLC and Samiz Data, Inc.” He is a martial arts expert, who had a school, with sister Hope Song, 

and Zachary Lewis, her second husband.  The many re  

ALBERT KAWAMOTO OBITUARY “Albert Yukio Kawamoto ARLINGTON--Albert Yukio 

Kawamoto, faithful servant of our Jesus Christ, went to spend eternity with Him in Heaven at age 

88…SURVIVORS: He is survived by his loving wife of 55-plus years, Kathleen; son, Deron Kawamoto; 

daughters, Janine Wong and Hope Song (spouses, Chen Wai Wong and Zachary Lewis); 

grandchildren, Benjamin, Luke (wife, Emma), Jacob, Ethan, Malia, Aiyana, Kaya, Wolf; great-

granddaughter, Arrow. “  



  

CHEN WAI WONG, Texas, soldier to BEN SONG, Texas, soldier.  

October, 2019 Begins MOLOTOV COCKTAIL lessons, offered cash payments, solicited help from “freedom 

fighters’ all over the world. He calls for support for visit of Ted Cruz, and for laws of America.  

December, 2019 Now in Texas, he begins support group for Hong Kong, sends supplies that he cannot 

name online (I saw the receipt, he has removed it. Facebook has records. Or use WAYBACK machine.)    

BENJAMIN SONG, October 19 2019 Facebook  

“Good morning, Hong Kong! I am an American who has protested on the frontlines in Hong Kong. I will be 

back as soon as I can. I am worried for y’all during the upcoming weekend. I know it’s supposed to get 

very busy. I decided to provide some thoughts and resources I’ve found as a former US Marine with 

some riot control training and as someone who has been on the ground in Hong Kong.   

1. The government of Hong Kong has revealed their true colours in this authoritarian crackdown 

and the people of the world are with you. You don’t have anything to prove. You don’t have to worry 

about foreign judgement. The people in Japan, Taiwan, the US, Canada, Europe and beyond are looking to 

Hong Kong with massive love and support.   

2. I believe the change towards more flowing “Be Water” tactics are a positive idea. Direct clashes 

with police are dangerous and difficult and seem to offer little advantage. Flowing away from and around 

police and reoccupying the same positions is both safer and more effective. ‘Surrounding’ police can also 

have a large demoralizing effect, which is one of the factors in attaining ultimate victory. In riot control 

training, it is always taught that protestors will always outnumber police and can crush police if they 

overwhelm them. When protestors adopt a “be everywhere” strategy and move and surround police 

like water, the police will be very helpless and scared.   

Riot control training always emphasizes staying together as a cohesive formation and not becoming 

surrounded. Separated and surrounded police are very vulnerable.   

3. Defensive violence: because the most common and most important kind of defensive violence 

has been delaying and protecting, certain tactics need upgrading.   

A. To impair police attacks, one of the best methods is to impair vision. Paint, glue, and spray paint 

are effective weapons against vehicles and armoured riot police. Paint, balloons filled with pain, glass 

bottles filled with paint, and spray paint can semi permanently disable vehicles, helmets, and 

transparent shields. …  
B. Barricades: Barricades have been widely used, but many have been very weak. Weak barricades 

put protestors in danger! When barricades are weak police can drive right through them without 

stopping, running down and surrounding protestors. Protestors should never stop reinforcing barricades, 

barricades are never “strong enough.” Barricades must at a minimum stop police, and ideally, they should 

be so difficult to dismantle that police either cannot take them down or must spend a long time just to 



take down a single barricade. I remember one barricade I made was so strong that police ignored it and 

could only operate on one side of Nathan Road that night…  

Building stronger barricades can be as simple as using heavy materials: steel, concrete, vehicles, rather 

than bamboo and plastic. A fast and strong barricade can be made by wrapping wire or even strong rope 

or strong fishing line between two poles like a spider web. Another way to reinforce a barricade can be 

with fire.   

C. Fire, while some protestors have used Molotovs, I worry about a couple things regarding 

effectiveness. First is please practice throwing. Inaccurate or bad throws are very dangerous to yourself 

and everyone around you. Do not throw Molotov’s poorly! Second is content, real Molotov’s do not 

contain alcohol. While alcohol can be used, it burns quickly and at a low temperature and therefore will 

not deny areas and delay police attacks very well. Here are some resources I found on Molotov’s (not a 

military weapon; I have no experience) ……Note: Napalm B can also be stuck to the ground and barricades 

to deny areas.   

3. Planning: Many protestors have some sense of plan to escape when police attack. But more planning is 

needed to keep your group and all protestors safe. Patriots around the world, such as the Kurds in Syria 

and Catalonians in Spain use Google Earth and Google Street View to scout and plan operations. 

Whether planning escape routes with your friends or pointing out important observations to public 

forums, look the maps, study the maps, learn routes, learn sight lines, learn past police patterns, use 

markings and annotations, and plan what to do when police attack.”  

***  
BENJAMIN SONG, Free China Texas Global Alliance Against Authoritarianism:  2019 

Facebook  
  
  “Howdy Y’all, this is a group for the Texas branch of the Free China Movement. Free China is a global 

alliance against the spread of authoritarian control and censorship and for the liberation of the oppressed 

people of the PRC (Hong Kong, Xinjiang, Tibet, Inner Mongolia, etc.). We will be holding regular events, 

please feel free to reach out at any time with questions, suggestions, or to volunteer!  

  
November 22 2019 “Plan B time. We have back up plans and here’s what’s going to happen next. There 

are people on the ground ready to receive supplies. I’m going to be sending and ordering even more 

supplies. I’m also interviewing people who are looking for sponsors to go to or return home to Hong 

Kong to do ground support. We’ll get some pictures of them and from them of what’s happening on the 

ground. I was planning on doing in-person training, but instead I will be making and distributing training 

videos…   

  
Poster David V… “Dude you are wasting your time. You need chemistry equipment. Chemicals That can 

penetrate a charcoal type CBRN filter are the only way they can win this conflict.” …  
  
December 2 2019 Update: Supplies are getting through!  Now that I know they’re getting through, 

shipments will be amped up. I am the only one I know of getting this kind of supply in. Unfortunately, 

I’m burning through the funds I have available to me. Please help out if you care about equipping the 

heroic people of Hong Kong to protect and defend themselves!  

December 1 2019, We have to come to terms with a world in which China has surpassed the West. It is 

time to unite or die….”  



 

TOM COTTON, Arkansas, soldier, and MITT ROMNEY, Utah, Possible Presidential 

Candidate USA  

  We have edited a large section explaining the racist past of the Mormon church in America.  It has been 

difficult to elect a President based on this Mormon faith.  Mitt Romney has a controversial past with his 

support of the Vietnam War, a war that he did not want to fight in.  He wanted other young men to die.  

He used his religion as a reason to avoid military service.  He later had five sons, which his high rank 

protected his sons, from having to go to war in Iraq.  
  Tom Cotton recently partners with Mitt Romney on legislation in the Washington D.C. government.  He 

is ambitious to be President one day. The Mormon is much older.   
  Mitt Romney is aggressive on wanting war with Russia and China. A leader during WW3 can invoke 

Martial Law, and stay in power indefinitely. The two men are both united on aggressive military ideas, and 

the Hosford family, a Mormon family with home in Utah, are the same faith as Mitt Romney.  He is both 

their political and religious leader.  The Hosfords are close to the Rotmeyer – Rothmeijer cousins, Dutch 

American family.  Fred Rothmeijer served Prince Bernard, leader of the Bilderberg Group in Holland. 

These combinations are not good for Hong Kong, China.  Or for other parts of the world.  
  

Racial/Religious/Political Bias of Benny Tai/Tom Cotton Political Activists in Hong Kong – 

ONE Group 

We are surprised by our own research.  The picture does not look good. Due to the over-supply of American 
military/intelligence we expected some Jewish/Israeli links. Because of the partnerships with Israel and 
United Kingdom in the Middle East for many decades. The leading players are the same old groups that 
have ruled the world for centuries.   We have seen other groupings.  At first mostly Republican Party such 
as Ted Cruz, Dan Crenshaw, etc. Then Democrats linked to George Soros. This group are mostly “Christian” 



and most like to be seen as “Church Leaders” while planning War Profits from impending war with 
China/Taiwan/HK. (References to the rest of the longer article, 15 pages before photographs.) 
  
Over-Represented.  

1. Almost all white men  
2. Americans, only one British family representative, the Irish Grenhams.  
3. European influence from Dutch Bilderberg Group Fred Rothmeijer and cousin Jeff Rotmeyer.  

Hosford family has a Norwegian who organized reception in America for the Queen of Norway, 

and Fred Rothmeijer served the royal family of Holland, Prince Bernhard and Royal Air Force.  
4. Military and intelligence agency careers.   
5. North Carolina links. Texas links.    

  
Under-Represented.  

1. Women, Juliana Rotmeyer, Terri Appel, Stacilee Hosford, etc. are all wives or daughters of more 

powerful men.  
        The only female exception is the HSBC banker Carmel Armstrong. Close to banker Matt Hosford.  

2. Jews. Possibly no Jews at all, unusual in a world banking centre.  No Israelis.  
3. Blacks.  Just Terri Appel the American wife of global metals expert Nick Appel.  
4. Chinese. Considering this is an article about a Chinese city?  

  
These men are shaping the city of Hong Kong, as a future United Nations S.M.A.R.T city. One World Bank, 

One World Currency, One World Army. The M in SMART city stands for Military.  World Health.  

  

********** 

FULL RECORDS, Proving the CONNECTIONS 

SAVE THE SCREENSHOTS, THESE MEN WILL “CLEAN” THE INTERNET, AS THIS INFORMATION 

BREAKS.  The Americans in Hong Kong try to make Japan and China fight against one another so 

there will be huge profits from World War 3.  

We have been harassed and blocked IN HONG KONG, CHINA for trying to HELP CHINA and 

other countries. Why? Because the American War Profiteers made a long-ago plan, to make 

BILLIONS.  They follow the same pattern as Iraq, Afghanistan, Vietnam, but now turn to HONG 

KONG. 

TWO PROFESSIONAL SOLDIERS were above the young Ben Song, in both military hierarchy, 

the same rules all over the world.  And also, the younger man respects his ASIAN American 

uncle, as a man much older, and experienced in military. 

 

 

Red Star Data Research, Hong Kong 2023, International Copyright. 



 

IBM is connected to another research article we work on.  The TAIWAN – AMERICA Computer 

Chips Wars.  This loving “Christian” is grandfather of Molotov Cocktail Teacher Ben Song. 

 

 

********** 

 

Chen Wai Wong is the uncle of Benjamin Song.  Look at the Pacific Fleet, protecting Japan.  

(From China? Who has a Molotov Cocktail expert bringing “democracy” to Hong Kong?) Look 

at Top Secret classifications. (If we complain, we are a “threat to national security”) 



 

 

   Just STUDY this one piece of information.  Hong Kong welcomes the young Ben Song, as a 

“hero of Hong Kong” while the uncle protects the nation of Japan!  And the uncle is in 

“warfare” and “intelligence” work.  The other uncle, Deron, advises on investments, and is 

also in “intelligence” work for Washington DC.  

   We include other parts of the career of this soldier.  The family have excellent Japanese, 

Chinese, and Korean language skills, and can work with soldiers from those countries who 

want to “help out” in other wars.  Read the call of Ben Song for soldiers to enter Hong Kong. 
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